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SYNOPSIS

During the 1930's the Communist Party of the United States, reflecting the programs of the Comintern, first rejected all forms of patriotism, and then developed a form of "socialist patriotism." This article summarizes what was defined as the orthodox Marxist position on nationalism during the Popular Front, and what was repudiated as "left sectarianism" and "right opportunism." This general theory is then applied to a specific historical case, the Revolution of 1776. The strengths and weaknesses of both the theory and the application are considered. While the article concludes that the theoretical rationale for linking Marxism and nationalism was generally plausible, the theory was vitiated by CP practice, which was neither genuinely nationalist nor internationalist, but expressed its character as the local representative of a specific country, the USSR. Nevertheless, the theory of what is termed "patriotic Marxism" remains important for analyzing modern nationalist revolutions and understanding the problems of the American Left in establishing a positive identity.
During the 1930's, the Communist Party of the United States provided several answers to the question of "what is the relationship between Marxism and patriotism?" Could a Communist praise and defend his or her country -- or were nationalist sentiments always a smokescreen to obscure the class struggle? Before 1935, the CPUSA responded that Marxism and patriotism were incompatible. One spokesman said that the main task of the CPUSA was to "bolshevize" the Party rather than to "Americanize" it." In 1935, this interpretation was abandoned -- for causes, ominously enough, that were outside of the United States. The Seventh Congress of the Comintern officially approved the call for a United Front of all progressives to defeat fascism. The startling result was a kind of "patriotic Marxism" expressed by Earl Browder, the leader of the CPUSA: "We Communists like this country. We cannot think of another spot on the globe that we would rather be than exactly this one. We love our country." He even proposed the slogan that "Communism is twentieth century Americanism."² By examining such diverse answers to this central problem of Marxism, we can illuminate both modern nationalist revolutions abroad, and the domestic failure of the American Left to achieve popular support.

Internationally, there can be no doubt of the significance of this issue. In the 1930's, the German Communist Party was severely weakened by its general concession of national symbols to
the Nazis. Similarly, trust in the French Communist Party was cracked by its support for the Nazi-Soviet Nonaggression Pact in 1939. Even 21 of the Party's 72 deputies in the national government were moved to resign. The behavior of these parties seemed to provide evidence for Leon Blum's comment that they were "alien sects" within their countries. These lessons of the 1930's, and later episodes, may finally have contributed to the French CP announcing, in February of 1976, that it wanted "communism under French colors," "a socialism for France."

Santiago Carrillo, the leader of the Spanish CP, agreed that "for years, Moscow was our Rome. The Great October Revolution was our Christmas. But today we have grown up." The British, Italian and Yugoslavian parties have also tried to combine nationalism and Communism, as have many countries in the "third world." But few have developed an elaborate theory justifying an alliance of Marxism and patriotism. Thus, the CPUSA literature of the 1930's, when the subject was analyzed, remains of importance.³

Furthermore, a study of this literature can clarify a basic problem of the American Left, the popular characterization of it as "un-American," and its own antipathy toward most national symbols. In the 1930's, Dimitroff observed that "the American fascists appealed to the traditions of the American War of Independence [and] the traditions of Washington and Lincoln. ... American fascism tries to portray itself as a custodian of the Constitution and 'American democracy'." The Left would have to compete with such appeals. An independent Marxist, Leon Samson, recognized that "Americanism" was a kind of "substitute
socialism." So long as most Americans equated freedom, equality and opportunity with capitalism, socialism would be defeated. Radicals, he said, would have to demonstrate that socialism would fulfill "the American way of life," not annihilate it. Norman Thomas also argued that "socialism must speak the American language" and "deal with the American situation." But it was not the Socialist Party of Thomas, but the CPUSA during the Popular Front that was the first American socialist party to energetically identify itself as the inheritor of indigenous traditions of dissent.

While it is true that this policy was not begun by the CPUSA, but by the influence of the USSR, its answers continue to be vital for all concerned with radical theory. The question of native roots for the Left is still the subject of comment. While such Communist parties as those of Cuba or Vietnam link their present revolutions with earlier struggles, American Marxists tend to dismiss all patriotic or national references as chauvinist. During the Vietnam War, for example, American radicals meeting with representatives of the National Liberation Front were once criticized because "you American friends have not yet found your identity: you do not identify with your own people or your country and its traditions." On another occasion, a U.S. delegation was greeted by the Vietnamese revolutionaries as "the finest sons and daughters of Washington and Jefferson." But what rationale can be made for combining Marxism and patriotism? Marx, after all, said that "the working men have no country."
Presumably, the only flag that the workers should honor is the red flag. Let us turn to the general theory of what this essay will call patriotic Marxism, and then outline how the 1930's CPUSA applied this theory to a specific historical event, the Revolution of 1776.

"Orthodox Marxism," in the 1930's, was defined by Stalin and Dimitroff. Both understood the powerful strength of nationalism. Stalin had been designated the Party authority on the national question even during Lenin's lifetime, and Georgi Dimitroff was the knowledgeable General Secretary of the Comintern. In 1935, they argued that patriotism was compatible with Marxism if it aided in the long-term advance of the working class toward power. At one point in history it might be progressive for a nation to free itself from the domination of another nation. At another point, consolidation of a state and the first stages of capitalist industrialization could foster a development toward socialism. Thus, the American Revolution, the early years of the Republic, and the Civil War could be heralded as progressive events which were the basis for higher forms of political and economic organization, and greater liberties for the masses. Marx, Engels and Lenin were quoted for this interpretation. In Lenin's words: "The history of modern, civilized America opened with one of those great, really liberating, really revolutionary wars of which there have been few ...".

But what about the modern United States? The U.S. was no longer a colonial nation fighting to be free. Instead,
it was probably the major imperialist nation. Nevertheless, Stalin and Dimitroff asserted that patriotism still had to be harnessed by the Left. First, there was the practical fact that it could not be ignored. Dimitroff observed that nationalism had been one of the "main ideological instruments" of reaction. "Sneering" at national history was both supercilious and superficial. Nationalism was a powerful ideology that was deeply rooted in the history, language and culture of a people.

Second, the Comintern stated that only Communism would serve the best interests of these historic communities, and especially of their working masses. Capitalism was described as representing a minority of every nation, while the CP stood for "a truly national culture" (in Dimitroff's words). Marx, in his comments immediately after the sentence that "the working men have no country," had added that insofar as the proletariat "must constitute itself the nation, it is, so far, itself national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word." Browder interpreted all of this to mean that "Communism and patriotism do not exclude one another. ... If patriotism means not idle boasting and arrogant assumptions of superiority, but the defense of the interests of the great majority of the working people of the nation, then the Communists of this and every other land are among the best patriots." Under capitalism, would Negroes ever be equal with whites? Would workers achieve full security? Would women attain equal status with men? The Communist answer was no, and thus the Party could reconcile the class struggle with patriotism. Modern Communists could laud
earlier movements for popular rights (even if those movements were non-socialist), just as Marx had praised the bourgeois revolutionaries for their references to the classical world for "the purpose of glorifying the new struggle."  

In practice, the American CP was urged to join all struggles to defend and expand "bourgeois democracy," even while understanding the limits of such struggles. As Lenin was quoted: "The more complete, determined and consistent the bourgeois revolution is, the more secure will be the proletarian struggle against the bourgeoisie for socialism become."  

When the limits of capitalism and bourgeois democracy had been approached, radicals must agitate for socialism and proletarian democracy. For that day, the workers must maintain their separate organizations, develop a greater class consciousness, and eventually perceive that "bourgeois nationalism" was essentially for a few. The capitalists were presented as either fickle friends or enemies of the ultimate best interests of the nation.  

After patriotism had helped to make the Marxist revolution, would it vanish? No, it would continue. While Engels had argued that the state was founded to protect private property, and later Marxists had commented that that the national state developed to insure markets, such states would not quickly wither away under socialism (although this remained the ideal in Lenin's _State and Revolution_, written in 1917). Nations, after all, were not artificial, but had complex bases in reality, where different physical and historical environments
had produced different "psychologies." As Lenin had observed: "national and state differences among people and countries ... will continue to exist for a very long time, even after the dictatorship of the proletariat has been established on a world scale." While all states should be proletarian in content, they could still be national in form. Of course, the goal remained the breaking down of "national egoism," the creation of international ties among workers, and the evolution toward a single culture and a single language. It was believed that capitalism had already begun this process of centralization and standardization (illustrated by the homogenization of the American population). Communism would further accelerate this process.

But Marxists who considered themselves orthodox said that this tendency toward "amalgamation" should not be forced. Lenin had urged a "special sincerity" and "special ingenuity" in dealing with local languages and customs within "a free union of nations in socialism." Lenin endorsed, for each national culture within the Soviet Union, its own independent theatres, press, schools, and cultural institutions. He argued that a national culture could be progressive, and compatible with Marxism, if it was defined as pride in the popular conflicts of the past, and the best heritage of a common language, traditions and economic development. Furthermore, such traditions did not have to be working class, so long as their class limitations were recognized.

It was assumed that socialist countries would naturally "confederate" for "the fraternal collaboration of
people." Dimitroff even spoke of the potential goal of a Union of Socialist Republics of the Americas. Socialist nations would presumably realize their common interests and avoid "local chauvinism," joining into what Stalin called "a voluntary union of nations." The USSR, then, was presented as "the living prototype of the future union of nations into a single world economic system." In such a community of people, patriotism would finally disappear, but not before it had been used, by theoretically correct Marxists, for a progressive role. This was the theory. Given the silence or vagueness of Marx and Engels on nationalism, and Lenin's commission of Stalin to write on the national question, it was a reasonably coherent position, however divergent it might have been from the universalistic hopes of Marx.

Stalin and Dimitroff designated this orthodox Marxism. Its deviations were labelled left sectarianism and right opportunism. Left sectarianism was the old line: that the workers had no homeland and no flag but the red flag, that FDR, Norman Thomas and others were really forerunners of fascism, while the CPUSA stood for immediately "storming capitalism" for the creation of a Soviet America under the dictatorship of the proletariat. Dimitroff now denounced this as "self-satisfied sectarianism" that was playing with super-militant, violent slogans that drove away potential Communists and potential allies. While total internationalism might be the goal, it was simplistic, doctrinaire and offensive to assert this as an immediate demand, as though there were no intermediate stages. By this "ultraleft" rejection of all patriotism, the Party became isolated from many, and national symbols were
monopolized by liberal and reactionary elements. Dimitroff further declared that instead of denying patriotism, a practice that he called "national nihilism," the correct strategy would be to argue that only socialism could achieve the full potential of the nation's masses, and that only international cooperation could secure a prosperous and lasting peace for all.  

The opposite deviation was termed right opportunism. If left sectarianism meant "all struggle, no alliance," the right deviation meant the reverse. (Although this phrase comes from Mao Tse-tung, the essence was expressed by other Marxist leaders of the 1930's.) The characteristics of right opportunism were: neglect of theory for activism, liberal or moderate slogans, a loosely organized party of many classes, and "tailing" rather than leading movements for change. While the left deviation thought that everything could be accomplished by correct theory, regardless of material opportunities, the right deviation was too accommodating to things as they were. Applied to the national question, the right opportunist did not emphasize the class limitations of the old patriotism, but tended to become a chauvinistic glorifier of the nation. For the "orthodox Marxist," nationalism could not be properly understood without an international context. 

The practice of this theory can be illustrated by the CPUSA's interpretation of the Revolution of 1776. How was the CP going to relate to what it called "the first American revolution"? First, it stated that the ideology of the Revolution had been radical
and internationalist for its day. The revolutionaries had learned from the French rationalists, some British political writers, and other advanced thinkers of the 1770's. For this, the Tories had denounced them as "alien." The revolutionaries had brushed aside such criticisms, using their ideology to inform the masses with a comprehensive sense of the magnitude of their suffering, why this had happened, and how it could be changed. While this ideology drew upon local traditions also, it was not chauvinist: the war, in theory, was for the "self-evident" rights of humanity as well as the traditional, hard-won "rights of Englishmen." This ideology attracted considerable international support, including Lafayette, Paine, von Steuben, Pulaski, deKalb, Rochambeau, Kosciusko and legions of others. The revolutionaries -- again, despite the complaints of what the CPUSA described as "the Hearsts of 1776" -- formed alliances where they could, even though it be the Catholic, absolute monarchy of France.

Publicly, then, the Revolution had been justified by grand, universal ideals that had achieved a significant degree of international allegiance. These ideals included the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, powers of constituent assemblies, popularly-formed constitutions, separation of church and state, freedoms of speech, press and assembly. Browder was correct, if exaggerated, when he declared that:

our American giants of 1776 were the 'international incendiaries' of their day. They inspired revolutions throughout the world. The great French Revolution, the reverberations of which filled Europe's ears for the entire nineteenth century, took its first steps under
the impulse given by the American revolution. The Declaration of Independence was for that time what the Communist Manifesto is for ours. Copy all the most hysterical Hearst editorials of today against Moscow, Lenin, Stalin, substitute the words America, Washington, Jefferson, and the result is an almost verbatim copy of the diatribes of English and European reactionary politicians against our American founding fathers. Revolution was then 'an alien doctrine imported from America' as now it is 'imported from Moscow.' 17

Browder was not pleading, however, for a return to 1776 -- each era and each class had its own 'tasks' -- but to fulfill, in a modern way, the original principles.

Second, it was noted that the means for the change had been revolutionary. Unlike Canada, which slowly evolved toward independence, or the later Latin American republics where a small elite took power in a coup, the United States was founded by a long, violent struggle involving much of its population. During this war, the Tories were sometimes terrorized, their presses seized or destroyed, and some of their property confiscated. They were suppressed so that the majority could be free. Perhaps 100,000 fled to the Bermudas, Antiquas, Nassau, Canada or England during the first successful anti-colonial conflict of modern times. The CPUSA commented that our nation had been founded by subversion, treason and armed struggle. 18

Third, the results were revolutionary. Despite all of the local particularism of the colonies, the conclusion of the war had brought what the CPUSA called "national self-determination" or "national liberation." Economically, this was positive because it freed American capitalism from mercantilist controls, and the
general restraints of foreign, aristocratic society. Politically, the new nation was a "vanguard country," the most advanced of that time in the world. "The sovereignty of the king" was replaced by "the sovereignty of the people," who were now the source of power, including the right of eminent domain. The CPUSA concluded that "it is a basic proposition in the common law of America that all property is only held in trust by individual owners on behalf of the people as a whole."19

In practical terms, the republic swept away any vestiges of feudalism and immediately contributed to the extension of democratic rights. Confiscation broke up some of the land monopolies and "landed aristocracies" which British policy had favored. For example, the immense estate of James DeLancey of New York was sold to 275 different people; that of Roger Morris, also of New York, to nearly 250 people. Voting rights were expanded; the importation of slaves was halted by nearly all of the Southern states and slavery was abolished by many of the northern states in a few decades. The social ferment of the revolution also prompted some of the first writings for the equality of women and blacks. While the CP occasionally interpreted the Constitution as a counter-revolution, it also created a progressive bourgeois state where a Bill of Rights secured major democratic liberties.

Browder further noted that the U.S. was ruled by a one-party government for approximately two decades, with both Hamilton and Jefferson within Washington's cabinet (although Browder gave no necessary approval to either factionalism, or the later development of parties). Defenders of the progressive aspects of this state
had to defeat traitors (Aaron Burr was compared to Bukharin!), accusations of Jacobinism, allegations that "French gold" was supporting the democrats, Federalist seceders in 1812 (supposedly the wicked Trotskyists of that day), repressive legislation like the Alien and Sedition Acts, and the growing power of such undemocratic, "Tory" institutions as the Supreme Court were also noted. For decades, the United States was attacked for its "radical" institutions based upon values declared to be universally valid. 20

Fourth, the CPUSA drew modern parallels to its own internationalist ideology (as best serving the interests of the nation), its own militance and goals of basic change. It applauded earlier battles, but it claimed that these, however glorious, had been inconclusive. Thus, while the revolution of 1776 may have cast off the burdens of mercantilism and established a bourgeois republic, and while the Civil War may have abolished an entire form of property, chattel slavery, only socialism could fully liberate the masses. It was in this sense that Marx and Lenin had commended the American War of Independence and the Civil War as revolutionary. Both had pointed to these events for their lessons about successes and failures, and the need for new and greater efforts. 21

This basic position was maintained, with various fluctuations, from about 1935 to the mid-1940's, although fragments of it could be found decades later. In 1944, the CPUSA became the Communist Political Association, an event accompanied by the enthusiastic singing of the Star-Spangled
Banner. This was no surface change. Many members and leaders of the Party believed that the post-war period would be one of economic, social and political advance, and that the Communists could work most effectively as a pressure group, rather than a Marxist-Leninist party. Browder, as the Communist leader, asserted that American capitalism was deeply rooted and vigorously adaptable: "We 'Reds' and 'Bolsheviks' have much more confidence in the strength of capitalism in this country than has, for example, Herbert Hoover"! The CPUSA, assuming the hardy longevity of this basic system, transformed itself into "a non-party organization of Americans which [carried] forward the tradition of Washington, Jefferson, Paine, Jackson and Lincoln, under the changed conditions of modern industrial society."\(^{22}\)

During the previous years, this "bourgeois communism" (as Lenin had once scornfully termed such phenomena) had been regularly criticized by Trotskyists, Social Democrats and DeLeonists -- Arnold Petersen of the SLP calling it "an uninhibited orgy of opportunism."\(^{23}\) While the critiques of many of these groups came from what has been called left sectarian politics, the CP of Earl Browder was finally condemned by Jacques Duclos of the French Communist Party (and, by implication, Stalin) for its "notorious revision of Marxism."\(^{24}\) Duclos denied that American Communism could avoid what he considered the laws of orthodox Marxism: that class contradictions between labor and capital would continue, that reforms were possible but insufficient, and that the final necessity of "the conquest of power" would not be easily achieved. What Duclos did not mention were the two central
flaws of the CPUSA (and most Communist parties) in their attempt to assimilate nationalism.

First, the CPUSA was not an independent party but passively followed the lead of the USSR. The Soviet party had actively encouraged those American views that were later denounced. Stalin had certainly indulged in "chauvinist nationalism" in many of his writings and speeches on "the Great Patriotic War" of the Soviet Motherland against the German invader. The CPUSA, despite all of its patriotic rhetoric, took these cues from abroad. In May of 1944, there was unanimous Party support for Browder; after Duclos' letter, in July of 1945, there was almost complete opposition. The impetus for this change came from Duclos, not because of internal Party debate. While it is true that there was some discussion within the leadership -- William Z. Foster apparently criticized Browder -- discussion was absent from the Party press. ^25

While the ideas of the CPUSA were inherently important, the origin of them, and the abruptness with which they were adopted, tended to arouse the suspicion and hostility of many. Even those who were attracted by Dimitroff's call to "acclimatize" Communism within each country would soon be shocked when the CPUSA made another violent switch during World War Two. American Communists, it seemed, could still learn from the spirited controversies that were conducted by Lenin and others within the Bolshevik party before basic policies were decided. Instead, the CPUSA was caught, by its own voluntary choice, in the contradictions that Leon Blum was to recognize. Communist parties tended to be
neither indigenous, nor internationalist, but local representatives of a specific country, the USSR. Under these unfavorable circumstances, most Americans justifiably responded with complete cynicism to the CPUSA's claim that it was the champion of the best heritage of American society. Because of the lack of Party democracy, and local initiative, CP oratory about radical continuity was not believable.

John Gates, the editor-in-chief of the Daily Worker, finally recognized this contradiction. He noticed that while Eugene Debs had been vilified by the government, and condemned to Atlanta Penitentiary, he had nonetheless received one million votes for the Presidency in 1920. Debs was often perceived as an advocate of civil liberties and an opponent of unjust wars. Gates asked why the CPUSA -- which was, in theory, defending many of the same principles -- lacked such popular support. He concluded that the CP statements had been fundamentally dishonest, and isolated the Party from the American public. Gates knew that Party leaders like Betty Gannett and V.J. Jerome were living in a fantasy world when they said: "We have only to look about us, at ourselves and our comrades throughout this country, to see how organically we are part of the American working class; how we look, speak, act, and feel with the American people, because we are of the people." 26

Second -- and partly because of the first deficiency -- the Communist Party had neglected Marxist education within the Party, emphasizing both practical activity and dogmatic repetition of ritualistic phrases. While the Party could distribute over a
half-million copies of a political document by Stalin in one year, it reached only one-fifth that number for the *Communist Manifesto* and *State and Revolution*, and a tiny number for *Capital*. Even the Party schools favored collections of "facts" rather than a basic knowledge of dialectical materialism. Such impoverished Marxism was fit mainly for polemics and predictions. Theory did not control the politics of the Party; the demands of politics controlled theory. Ideas were just so many weapons or tools; for one "job" a certain instrument was best; for another, a different one. The overall strategy was lost. Thus, there was no consistent perception of both the strengths and limitations of the Popular Front, no preparation for the possibility of a non-aggression pact to defend the Soviet Union. Rather, the CPUSA drifted with the current. It knew its position essentially by its political relation to the USSR, not by what it had always called "the science of Marxism."²⁷

In the years after 1945, the CPUSA never made a thorough analysis of the positive and negative elements of Popular Front patriotism. It did the easy thing by purging Browder and his (now few) followers, and labelling some of the slogans and practices of that era "Browderism," while maintaining others. Thus, during the anti-Communist trials of the 1950's CP leaders continued to cite Jefferson in defense of free speech, praised the Constitution, and stated that they were defending the rights of all Americans. Their arguments, if overstated, were not without merit, but CP practice made them suspect of fraud.
A third general flaw in the CPUSA's perspective — noted by Duclos — was that, even in its own terms, it was not orthodox Marxist. Before 1935, the CPUSA was left sectarian; after 1935 (along with other Communist parties, however) it rapidly became right opportunist. By 1946, it was simply thoroughly confused.

Let us begin with the basic question of theory. Because the Popular Front emphasized the immediate utility of history, the CPUSA rushed into a polemical use of patriotism without defining what should have been (by its Marxist values) the most elementary issue about the revolution of 1776: what economic and class forces caused the revolution and most benefited from it? Instead, ill-defined terms were bandied about: "a rising capitalism" had crushed a "dying feudalism"; "the people" fought for "democracy" and "the coming to manhood of the American nation" (!); while "tory reaction" had opposed "the camp of democracy" and "national independence." These are all ahistorical banalities. The CPUSA apparently believed that it was sufficient, for Popular Front purposes, to claim some bond with this earlier event and — if it was desired to promote socialism at the same time — perhaps to assert that just as colonial society had not served the interests of its masses, today the existence of idle land, idle factories and idle workers proved the need for a new revolution. But this was not Marxist analysis; it was simply radical journalism.

Struggle itself is not inherently radical. It is vital to understand who is struggling for what. The CPUSA, however, tended to stress the quantitative question of changes in the form of democracy
rather than the qualitative question of the content of democratic struggles. It may be stirring to read such militant stories by Howard Fast as *Conceived in Liberty* (1939), *The Unvanquished* (1942), *Citizen Tom Paine* (1943), *Patrick Henry* (1945) and *The Proud and the Free* (1950), yet Fast seems to write no differently as a self-identified Marxist and Party member, in these books, than he did years later when he left the Party, in a revolutionary war novel like *The Crossing* (1971). While the emphasis on conflict is important -- since the workers' rights have not been gained simply because of capitalism's generosity -- the content and context of all struggles must be sharply explicit. Otherwise we abstractly discuss "the people" without appreciating the differing statuses of blacks, women, indentured servants and many others. Ignoring or downplaying such dimensions will rapidly idealize the American Revolution and the establishment of a bourgeois republic. As Engels characterized the reality of the "universal ideals of the Enlightenment":

We know today that this kingdom of reason was nothing more than the idealized kingdom of the bourgeoisie; that eternal justice found its realization in bourgeois justice; that equality reduced itself to bourgeois equality before the law; that bourgeois property was proclaimed as one of the essential rights of man; and that the government of reason, the Social Contract of Rousseau, came into existence as a bourgeois-democratic republic. No more than their predecessors could the great thinkers of the eighteenth century pass beyond the limits imposed on them by their own epoch. 29

The CPUSA neglected analyzing the essence of earlier movements, and, instead, noticed only surface resemblances. While
it may be true that working class movements can draw lessons from middle class movements, it is not self-evident that "the Communist Party carried forward the democratic elements of Jefferson [and] Paine." Thomas Jefferson was not Karl Marx; Paine was not Lenin; bourgeois revolution was not proletarian revolution; laissez-faire radicalism was not a transition to state communism.

Because of this failure to establish the nature of the conflict of 1776, the CPUSA necessarily committed many other errors. It published eulogistic books on Thomas Paine (the every model of a petty bourgeois radical), Thomas Jefferson (a laissez-faire liberal), Benjamin Franklin (the quintessential entrepreneur) and even George Washington. The CP attempted to transform these middle class leaders into proto-Communists, rather than saying merely that they were progressive, in many ways, in their own time. To the contrary, the CPUSA offered excuses for their limitations. Thus, George Washington would have been more humane if he had been better informed, and Paine would have been a Jacobin if only he had been more fluent in French. Sam Adams was praised without any real understanding that he was, both religiously and economically, a reactionary (that is a Calvinist and a mercantilist). Benjamin Franklin received the astonishing title of "the forerunner of Marx" (Carl Reeve) because he was the first to define wage-labor and value (Sam Darcy) and because of his "profound understanding of private property" (J. Mindell). Granville Hicks surpassed this with a comparison of Franklin and Lenin, noting that both were idealists who were tactically flexible. This was undiluted romantic nonsense, leading to an article in the theoretical journal of the CPUSA avowing that
"in America, only the workers and democratic forces can draw new strength from the ideals of Benjamin Franklin." The failure to achieve theoretical clarity by defining the forces responsible for the American Revolution may have led inevitably to theoretical confusion throughout the CPUSA's perspective on this period of American history.

This included peculiar pamphlets, flatulent oratory on the Fourth of July and Thanksgiving, or such bizarre episodes as Browder placing a portrait of Washington in his office next to that of Lenin, but, more seriously, these philosophical errors fostered a dangerous underestimate of the repressive potential of capitalist rule. Political Affairs seemed genuinely surprised that the U.S. was playing such a reactionary role in the post-WWII era. Arnold Johnson was moved to exclaim that support of Greece, Chiang Kai-shek and Spain "brings shame and disgrace to America, and violates our traditions of 1776." This was idealism, not Marxism.

Another characteristic of right opportunism, mentioned earlier, was the tendency for the Party to become submerged in other movements and to lose its distinctive Communist identity. The CPUSA was active in New Deal projects and CIO organizing, but not openly as the CPUSA. While it maintained much of its organizational discipline, even while working within "front groups," it both neglected the theoretical education of its membership about the limits of such groups (so far as the CP should have been concerned), and obscured its public presence. It grew more and more conciliatory. One logical conclusion of its nationalism was to downgrade or even
deny class conflict: "There are no economic classes in America. There is only one class, the American people." This accelerating process toward right opportunism led to the formal dissolution of the Party.

These factors contributed heavily to the fourth, the extensive presence of bourgeois intellectuals in the Party during the Popular Front. They could accept and even admire a watered-down Marxism, and there was no real Party effort to educate them. These people, in turn, stimulated the further degeneration of the Party by their vulgar empiricism. The non-Party radical Matthew Josephson said that Marx was "timely"; Howard Fast later called Marxism and the CP his "God"; Granville Hicks praised "the moral judgments of Marxism"; Richard Wright said that "it was not the economics of Communism, nor the great power of trade unions, nor even the excitement of underground politics that claimed me" (!), but the sense of "brotherhood" that the Party represented. Many of these people were openly or privately convinced that capitalism could peacefully evolve into socialism. They hoped, like John Gates (later editor of the Party newspaper) that the Popular Front would become a "permanent feature of Communist theory and practice." Gates was one of many like George Charney, who later confessed that they were drawn to the United Front "by instinct."

So long as these intellectuals remained in the Party, they fully justified Lenin's prediction that such people "omit, obliterate, and distort the revolutionary side of [Marxism], its revolutionary soul; they push to the foreground and extol what it, or seems, acceptable to the bourgeoisie." The result, Lenin
said, was "that half-baked, eclectic outlook, that hash of contradictory principles and points of view, that tendency to climb past difficult problems on a bridge of words and to conceal with phrases the historic struggle between various sections of the population, which Marx so unmercifully castigated with sarcasm." When their scholastic Marxism of phrases and predictions "didn't work," they rather quickly found "new solutions." Budenz migrated to the Catholic Church, and Hicks published a utopian novel in 1940 (though he later settled into the comfortable skepticism of a liberal). It is not surprising that liberals have occasionally lamented the failure of the CPUSA to follow the "moderate" policies of such Communists in form, but liberals or Fabian Socialists in substance as George Charney, John Gates, Howard Fast, Al Richmond and Joseph Starobin.35

Despite all of these criticisms, however, the CPUSA made a significant attempt to rediscover and revive a sense of radical continuity. While its theories, analogies and practices were often flawed, it seriously tried to end the estrangement between Marxism and the American people. But, decades later, Marxism still appears bizarrely alien to almost all in this country, while most Left groups publish literature that reads as though it had been composed by the editors of China Reconstructs or Pravda. American radicalism, however much it may draw upon the experiences of other cultures, must be rooted in its own environment. It requires an American vocabulary, an American history, American goals and American methods. The years of the Popular Front can still teach us about the dangers
of chauvinism and abstract internationalism, along with the possibilities for learning from the people's struggles of the past in order to understand the present and to prepare for the future. 36
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